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Alan l .  Leshner
Chief Executive Off icer and
Executive Publisher, Science

November 19,2009

President J.B. Milliken
University of Nebraska
3835 Holdrege Street
Lincoln, NE 68583

Re: University of Nebraska policy on stem cell research

Dear President Milliken:

On behalf of the American Association for the Advancement of Science (AAAS), I write
in support of your recommendation to the University of Nebraska Board of Regents that" 
the university continue its policy of allowing human embryonic stem cell research to
proceed in accordance with existing federal and state guidelines.

AJqAS strongly supports human embryonic stem cell research conducted with appropriate
ethical guidelines, and we feel the NIH Guidelines finalizedinJuly 2009 strike the proper
balance at this point in time. We have also long maintained that it is vital to support
diverse avenues of stem cell research so that we may better understand the potential value
and limitations of each approach. Included with this letter is a statement on human stem
cell research that AJAAS released in Jun e 2007 .r

AJAAS is the world's largest multidisciplinary science society, representing the interests
of ten million scientists worldwide, and publisher of the prestigious peer-reviewed

' journal Science. We have a longstanding interest and expertise in stem cell research and
bioethicll our reports, statements, letters and congressional testimony are available on our
website.t We stand ready to work with you in addressing this important and complex
subject.

Sincerely,

M^\4u--
Alan I. Leshner

] trttp:lwww .aaas.orglnews/relea sesl200T lmedia/0620aaas_statement.pdf
" http : I I www. aaas. org/spp/cstc/briefs/stemcells/stemaaas. shtml
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American Association for the
Advancement of Science (AAAS) Statement

Regarding the Presidentns Veto of the Stem Cett Research
Enhancement Act and the New Executive Order

For additional resources ptease visit the
AAAS Stem Cett Poticy Brief at
h tt p : / /www. a a a s. o rg/ s p p I cstc I bri e fs / ste m ce I ts/ i n d ex. s h t m l.

The President has again vetoed the

Stem Cett Research Enhancement Act,

which would expand federal support for

embryonic stem cell research. AMS,

the world's largest general scientifi c

society, stands with a broad coalition

of Americans spanning all parties and

faiths that supports this bitt.

The scientific consensus is that embry-

onic stem cell research is an extremely

promising approach to developing more

effective treatments for devastating

conditions tike diabetes, spinaI cord

injuries, and Parkinson's disease. The

bitlwoutd mandate that such research

be allowed to compete for federal

funding while fotlowing strict ethical

guidelines.

The Executive Order is not a substitute

for the Stem Ce[[ Research Enhancement

Act. The new approaches addressed by

the order are still in the early stages of

development and appear to already be

eligibte for NIH funding. AAAS strongly

believes that it is only through federal

support of diverse avenues of stem cell

research, includin g especially embryonic

stem cetl research, that we may better

understand the potentialvalue and limi-

tations of each approach.

During his tenure the President has

acknowledged that it is a crit icalt ime

for the American scientific enterprise,

therefore it is disappointing that he has

chosen to maintain restrictions on such

a promising area of research. AAAS witt

continue to support the interests of

scientists and patients in fostering

medicaI progress.
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